What quality is being controlled in laboratories today? The definition of a quality requirement for each laboratory test is the starting point of quantitative quality management.

Different types of requirements may be used as long as there are appropriate quality-planning models for translating those requirements into specifications for the precision and accuracy allowable for the method and the control rules and number of control measurements needed to monitor method performance.

A step-by-step process for planning QC procedures is presented. Practical planning tools are described. Improvements in future QC technology are discussed.

Introduction

Quality planning and control in a laboratory must begin with analytical quality – the essential quality characteristic of any laboratory test.

It is not the only quality characteristic, but unless analytical quality can be achieved, none of the other characteristics will matter.

For example, fast turnaround time is certainly an important quality characteristic and a driving force for point-of-care testing applications. But, it does not matter how fast the test result is reported if the test result is wrong.

The laboratory must first be able to produce a correct test result before any other quality characteristic matters.

A detailed step-by-step planning process is needed to properly consider the critical factors that affect the quality of laboratory test results.

Analytical quality is a particularly complex characteristic, involving the imprecision, inaccuracy, and instability of a measurement procedure, as well as the error detection and false rejection characteristics of a statistical QC procedure.
Quality requirements

The starting point for quality design must be the definition of the tolerance limits or quality requirement for the testing process.

A debate over the best type of quality requirement has been going on for the last twenty years and has unfortunately overshadowed the use and application of quality requirements.

Finally, in 1999 at an international conference in Stockholm, a consensus was achieved on a system of quality standards [1].

This system includes different sources of information and different formats for requirements, such as the allowable total error (analytical outcome criterion), the clinical decision interval (clinical outcome criterion), or the maximum allowable standard deviation and the maximum allowable bias (analytical performance criteria).

Such clinical criteria can be converted to laboratory operating specifications for imprecision ($s_{\text{meas}}$), inaccuracy ($\text{bias}_{\text{meas}}$), and QC (control rules, N) by a clinical quality-planning model [3] that takes into account preanalytical factors, such as individual or within-subject biological variation ($s_{\text{wsub}}$).

The left side of the figure shows how performance criteria for imprecision and inaccuracy can be defined as separate analytical goals for the maximum imprecision and bias that would be allowable for the stable performance of the method.

Specifications for maximum imprecision and bias can be derived on the basis of within-subject biological variation [4].

The maximum allowable bias can also be derived from diagnostic classification models [5].

Laboratories can utilize these separate performance criteria by relating observed method performance to the maximum allowable value, calculating the critical-size error that needs to be detected to maintain satisfactory performance, and then selecting appropriate QC procedures by use of power function graphs.

The right side of Fig. 1 shows how proficiency testing criteria define analytical outcome criteria in the form of allowable total errors ($TE_a$), which can be translated into operating specifications ($s_{\text{meas}}$, $\text{bias}_{\text{meas}}$, control rules, N) using an analytical quality-planning model [6].

Note that the allowable total error can also be set on the basis of total biological goals that are based on population variation or individual variation [7], therefore an extensive data bank of individual biological variation is available for use in calculating an allowable biological total error [8].

The bottom line in this system are operating specifications.

Both clinical and analytical quality requirements, i.e., decision intervals and allowable total errors, respec-
tively, can be translated into the practical specifications that are needed to manage routine operations.

These operating specifications consist of the imprecision and inaccuracy that are allowable for the method, and the control rules and number of control measurements that are necessary to monitor and assure the quality of the testing process.

These exact values for the CV, bias, control rules, and N are interdependent, permitting many different combinations that will still assure that the desired quality will be achieved.

The many possible combinations can be shown graphically by OPSpecs charts to help analysts and managers determine how to properly manage the analytical quality of a testing process.

Thus, all these different forms of quality standards have some use in the context of a system for analytical quality management.

However, until this system is recognized, understood, and applied, the different re-commendations in the literature will continue to be incoherent, rather than useful and practical for analytical quality management.

Analytical quality requirements

A statement of an allowable total error most closely represents the industrial tolerance limits for a production process. It considers both inaccuracy (the centering of the process on a target value) and imprecision (the distribution of individual products around that target).

The most common sources of these types of requirements are the proficiency testing or external quality assessment programs that specify acceptability limits in the form of a target value plus/minus certain tolerances.

In the US, CLIA defines such limits for approximately 80 different tests [9]. In other countries, such as Australia and Canada, the lists and criteria may be even more extensive.

These PT limits define minimum levels of quality that must be achieved; therefore, it is always important to plan testing processes that will assure that PT criteria are achieved in routine operation.

This can be accomplished by using an analytical quality-planning model that translates these requirements into the imprecision and inaccuracy that are allowable, and the QC that is necessary [6].

Total error requirements can also be calculated from biological goals, in the manner recommended by Petersen et al [7] and presented by Ricos [8] in a listing for over 300 quantities.

Clinical quality requirements

Practical information can be provided in the form of a medically important change, medically significant change, or clinical decision limit, which are the commonly used terms for this type of quality requirement.

One major advantage of this type of quality requirement is that information is directly available from the customers, either through their description of how they use and interpret a laboratory test, through clinical pathways that detail the expected use and interpretation of tests, or through audits of clinical practices.

When this information is properly translated into operating specification via a quality-planning model that accounts for preanalytical factors, it provides a useful and valid approach for defining and managing the quality of the testing process.

One early source of information about medically important changes in test values is a paper by Skendzel, Barnett, and Platt [10].

This paper is sometimes criticized for the rather large values recommended for medically useful CVs (Table 2 of original paper) and derived at without accounting for within-subject biological variation.

When Fraser’s figures for within-subject biological
variation [11, 12] are used in a clinical quality-planning model that accounts for biological variation, the allowable CVs are much smaller [13].

The original recommendations for allowable CVs were limited by an over-simplified quality-planning model that attributed the total variation to analytical variation, rather than first deducting the known biological variation.

**Quality planning and control applications**

The main applications involve either (a) the selection of the method of analysis or establishment of performance specifications for imprecision and inaccuracy, or (b) the selection of a QC procedure for a method in routine service.

In both cases, the first step will be to define the quality requirement for the diagnostic test of interest.

Then, as shown in Fig. 2, there are two variations of the planning process, depending on whether the purpose is to select the method of analysis or to select a QC procedure:

To select a method of analysis or set performance specifications for a method, the quality-planning process involves specifying the QC procedure (statistical control rules, number of control measurements, or N) that will be employed, and then setting the developmental or purchase specifications for the imprecision and inaccuracy of the method.

To select a QC procedure for a method, the process involves assessing method performance (imprecision and inaccuracy), and then selecting the statistical control rules and number of control measurements to be used. The key step in both applications is the use of an appropriate quality-planning tool that will translate the defined quality requirement into specifications for the imprecision and inaccuracy that are allowable and the QC that is necessary.

A chart of operating specifications (or OPSpecs chart) is the most practical tool because it provides all of the necessary information on a single graph [14]. It is easy to use and easy to prepare using a computer program, but it is complicated to understand.

An analytical quality-planning model is available to translate an allowable total error requirement into the imprecision and inaccuracy that are allowable and the QC that is necessary [6].

A clinical model is available that accounts for preanalytical factors, such as within-subject biological variation, as well as the analytical factors – imprecision, inaccuracy, and QC [3].

**Step-by-step QC planning process**

To develop a more detailed process for planning QC procedures, the NCCLS guidelines for statistical QC applications [15] provide a good starting point.

In devising a step-by-step planning process here, QC performance will be characterized by the probabilities of rejecting runs having different sizes of errors; therefore there are two probabilities that are of particular interest:

- Probability of false rejection, i.e., the chance of rejecting a run when there are no errors except for the inherent random error of the method;
- Probability for error detection, i.e., the probability or chance of rejecting a run whether there is an error present in addition to the inherent random error of the method.
An eight-step quality-planning process is shown in the flowchart of Fig. 3. Here is a description of each of the steps:

1. Define the quality required for the test. For practical purposes, it is easiest to get started with requirements in the form of an allowable total error, such as specified by proficiency testing or external quality assessment programs.

2. Assess method performance in terms of imprecision and inaccuracy. Here is where method validation experiments are important to provide the initial estimates of imprecision (from a replication experiment) and inaccuracy or bias (from a comparison of methods experiment). Later on, the estimates of imprecision can be obtained from routine QC data and estimates of bias can be obtained from monthly peer comparison data and proficiency testing results.

3. Assess QC performance of candidate procedures in terms of the rejection characteristics or power curves. This information is available in the scientific literature for most of the commonly used QC procedures [16] and can be incorporated in quality-planning tools and technology to facilitate the application.

4. Utilize QC planning tools. The available tools include power function graphs [16], critical-error graphs [17], and OPSpecs charts [18]. The OPSpecs chart is recommended here because it is a quantitative tool that is easy to use and readily available.

5. Evaluate the probabilities of rejection for the operating conditions in the laboratory. In the quality-planning process recommended here, the probabilities for false rejection will be minimized (below 0.05 or 5 %) and error detection will be maximized (0.90 or 90 % and greater).

6. Select appropriate control rules and the total number of control measurements. A wide variety of control rules are available. The rejection characteristics of each QC procedure must be known if it is to be a candidate for implementation. Candidate QC procedures include single-rules such as 1\(_{2s}\), 1\(_{2.5s}\), 1\(_{3s}\), and 1\(_{3.5s}\) with Ns of 2, 3, 4, and 6; multi-rules such as 1\(_{3s}/2_2s\)/4\(_{4s}/4_{1s/8}x\) with Ns of 2 and 4, and 1\(_{3}/2_2s/3_2s/3_{1s/6}x\) with Ns of 3 and 6.

7. Adopt a Total QC strategy that provides an appropriate balance of statistical and non-statistical components. This TQC strategy defines the relative amount of effort expended for statistical QC, instrument function checks, method validation tests, patient data QC, preventive maintenance, and operator training.

8. Reassess the control rules, N, and TQC strategy when method performance or quality requirements change. Given a quality-planning process that is quick and easy to perform, it can be repeated whenever changes occur or when methods are periodically reviewed.

**Tools and technology**

A laboratory's ability to do anything efficiently often depends on utilizing tools and technology to facilitate a process.

Most laboratory procedures have evolved from an initial qualitative manual method (1\(^{st}\) generation) that has then been systematized and made more quantitative with tools such as diluters and photometers, then automated through succeeding generations of technology until complete systems are available that are highly efficient and productive (such as today's 4\(^{th}\)- and 5\(^{th}\)-generation chemistry and hematology analyzers).

Quality planning, likewise, must evolve from a qualitative manual method to a systematic process that utilizes standard tools to a quantitative automated process that is quick and effective.
Concerning OP Specs charts – the quality-planning tool recommended here – different “generations” are available, as follows:

- "Manual from scratch" using theoretical models available in the scientific literature with implementation via electronic spreadsheets [3, 6];
- "Kit form" using preprinted charts in workbook form (an atlas of maps), such as the OP Specs Manual [19], or using a standard set of “normalized” OP Specs charts [20];
- "Semi-automated" using Internet calculation tools, such as the “normalized” OP Specs calculator; [see http://www.westgard.com/normcalc.htm]
- "Automated" using a PC computer program – QC Validator 2.0 or EZ Rules – that prepares OP Specs charts for both analytical total error requirements and clinical decision interval requirements and fully automates the selection of QC procedures [21-23, see http://www.westgard.com/essay31.htm];
- "Highly automated" using a “QC rule selection engine” that can be embedded in QC software, such as the EZ Runs program, to support the automatic selection and design of QC procedures.

An example of the implementation of automated multi-stage QC designs via a QC program on a personal computer is shown in Fig. 4.

This figure is a screen capture from the EZ Runs computer program that has been developed to demonstrate the capabilities needed to implement multi-control, multi-stage, multi-rule QC designs using a single data entry form that provides immediate charting and real-time flagging of out-of-control conditions.

The implementation of two different QC designs is evident from the control limits that have been drawn on the control chart.

Note that the control chart is presented as a vertical display, rather than the usual horizontal display. Turn the journal sideways and the control chart will look more familiar.

The data fields for date and time are automatically filled in by the program. The analyst ID is entered, the QC design selected, and the control material selected, and the control result entered.

The program then calculates a z-value that is plotted immediately on the control chart and flagged if any control rules are violated.

A flag shows as a red horizontal bar on the QC chart. For example, entry #6 has been flagged because of a $3_1s$-rule violation (3 consecutive control measurements are high by at least 1s); entry #21 has been flagged because of a $7t$-rule violation (7 consecutive control measurements are trending upward).

Sage advice

Future improvements in analytical quality management will almost certainly depend on improvements in measurement systems and QC technology [24]:

- Forget about government clearance of manufacturer’s QC instructions
- Use quality goals to guide method validation and QC design;
• Implement multi-stage QC procedures;
• Implement patient-data QC to complement reference-sample QC;
• Focus on detection of systematic errors; and
• Apply the quality system approach to monitor the total testing process.

These strategies should lead to the next generation of QC procedures and a more cost-effective approach to managing the quality of laboratory tests.

The need for multi-stage or multiple QC designs almost certainly requires improved QC technology. The fundamental structure of a QC procedure should allow for 3 different QC designs:

• Startup design for high error detection;
• Monitor design for low false rejections;
• Patient data design for measuring stability or run length.

The need for multi-stage QC can be documented for almost any multi-test analyzer by determining the process capability for each of the tests on a scale from 1 to 6 sigma, where the number of sigmas is calculated from the tolerance limits minus the bias divided by the standard deviation [sigma metric = (TEa - bias)/s].

A recent assessment from published data showed methods with process capabilities from 2 sigma to over 6 sigma [25].

Given that 6-sigma performance represents World Class Quality and that 3-sigma performance is the minimum that is acceptable for routine production, laboratories have little choice but to design their QC procedures to properly complement the performance observed for their analytical methods.

The ability of laboratories to do so will depend on having better QC software available in instruments, data workstations, and laboratory information systems.

Ultimately, laboratories need a totally automated QC process that provides automatic QC design, automatic collection and interpretation of QC data, automatic release of validated test results, identification and documentation of problems, support for troubleshooting and corrective actions, on-going data review and peer comparisons, and automatic adaptation or re-design when there are changes in method performance.
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